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Abstract: Keystroke-dynamics based authentication is a simple biometric mechanism that has been proven 

accurate in distinguishing individuals. We design and implement a simple and easy to-adopt protocol for 

authenticating a computer owner that utilizes the user’s keyboard activities as an authentication metric. 

Keystroke verification techniques can be classified as either static or continuous. At specific times, for 

example, during the login sequence. simple passwords, but do not provide continuous security they cannot 

detect a substitution of the user after the initial verification. Continuous verification, on the contrary, 

monitors the user’s typing behavior throughout the course of the interaction. In this project, we can design 

the system for mail application to register their details such as user name and password. At the time of 

password typing, time is calculated for typing whole password and also calculates the time for typing each 

and every letter in password. So hackers are difficult to extract details. Also propose AES encryption 

methodfor end to end mail encryption process. Also implement OTP verification for accessing shared email 

it helps to further improve our chances of detecting leakage and identifyingthe guilty party. In a perfect 

world there would be no need to hand over sensitive data to agents that may unknowingly or maliciously 

leak it. And even if we had to hand over sensitive data, in proposed work implement secret key sharing 

method. Key will be verified before accessing the shared mail information. This will avoid the unwanted 

and malicious access of email data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Protecting any resource adequate authentication is the first line of defense. Here, for protection of resource we use 

authentication as a service. It is important that the same authentication technique should not be used in every situation. 

A complication is that users may have many passwords for Bank, network and web sites. The large number of 

passwords increases interference and it is lead to forgetting or confusing passwords. depends on its robustness against 

attacks as well as its resource requirement both at the client and at the server end. It means authentication scheme 

require processing at client and sever end. Due to the proliferation of mobile and hand-held The implicit passwords main 

application is the protection of critical resources and systems. Nowadays users can access any information including 

banking and corporate databasewith the use of mobile phones. 

In which the scheme – a password can be any arbitrarily chosen sequence of points in the image with some finer 

differences. In IPAS, the serverhas the piece of information i.e. password at the time of authentication and at the time 

of registration, the user give this information to the server in an implicit form. To put it simply, authentication is the 

process that confirms a user’s identity 

Traditionally, this is done througha username and password. The website authentication process works by comparing 

the user’s credentials with the ones on file. If a match is found, the authentication process is complete. 
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I I .  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

with architectural style and quality attributes. reliability, scalability, portability, and availability 

 

III LIST OF MODULE 

Email Framework Construction: A mail server (also known as a mail transfer agent or MTA, a mail transport agent, A 

computer dedicated to running such applications is also called a mail server. This framework contains server and 

multiple users. Server can maintain all user details. User share the data anywhere and anytime. 

User Enrolment: In this Email application User has to register the appropriate details in the Email server database for 

using the authentication process  

Keystroke Authentication: Anonymous access is the most common web site access control method, which allows and 

private information of web servers. 

Reverse OTP Verification: A One Time Password is a string of characters or numbers automatically generated to be 

used for one single login attempt. One Time Passwords can be sent to the user’s phone via SMS is used to protect web- 

based services, private credentials and data. Here user should enter their OTP in reverse order. This will enhance the 

efficiency compared with existing OTP based authentication system 

Data Sharing: User can share the message to another user in secure email environment. Once completion of 

authentication process they will be allow to compose the mail. Receiver also creates account with key stroke 

authentication method. Message could be encrypted using AES encryption algorithm.During secret key sharing content 

owner can set time control for key validation process. Authorized users are allowed toaccess this application. 

Mail Access: The Mail is being sent to authorized user and unauthorized user. As the unauthorized user receives the 

mail, the system detects that the mail has been send to the unauthorized user using key verification process. 
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IV. SCREEN SHOTS 

 

Fig 1: Home page 

 

   
Fig 2: keystroke value storage Fig 3: User Home page 

Fig 4: Compose mail 

Fig 5:Key verification 
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V FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

Keystroke dynamics can be time-consuming and may not be convenient for all users. Future work could focus on 

improving the user experience, for example by reducing the number of keystrokes required for authentication or 

developing alternative authentication methods that are faster and more user-friendly. Current email systems are often 

centralized, which can present security and privacy risks. Future work could explore the development of a decentralized 

email system that provides end-to-end encryption and user authentication, while also enabling users to maintain greater 

control over their data. 

 

VI CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, an end-to-end encrypted email service using AES encryption and user authentication using keystroke 

dynamics is a secure way to protect user data and privacy encryption and provides strong protection against 

unauthorized access to email content. User authentication using keystroke dynamics is a biometric method that can help 

verify a user's identity and prevent unauthorized access to the email account. However, it is important to note that the 

security of the system depends not only on the encryption and authentication methods but also on the implementation of 

these methods. system that takes into consideration potential vulnerabilities and employs security best practices. 

Overall, an end-to-endencrypted email service using AES encryption and user authentication using keystroke dynamics 

can provide a high levelof security and privacy for email communication. 
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